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Introduction and preliminaries
Recently the (0, I)-matrices of order q2 (sometimes called auxiliary matrices) used by a number of authors (Wallis (1971) , Glynn (1978) , Drake (1979) , Jungnickel (1979) , Mavron (1981) and Rajkundlia (1979» in various guises, have been used in the construction of new families of Williamson type matrices (Seberry (1986», the construction of new conference matrices (Seberry and Whiteman (1987», the construction of new generalized Hadamard matrices (de Launey (1984», and of new GDDs (Rodger, Sarvate and Seberry (1987) ).
Auxiliary matrices, B i , obey a number of equations including BiB} =J, r=l=.j. This paper studies and applies matrices, Ai. analogous to auxiliary matrices, which satisfy AiAI =hJ, i*.j, h> 1. These new matrices are obtained from generalized Hadamard matrices GH(hg, 0), 101 ~g, h> 1. Let 0 be a finite group of order g.
Let e be the identity element of G and let R(G) denote the group ring of O. Let In,s denote the n x s matrix whose entries are all 1. When s = n we abbreviate In,s to I n .
A generalized Hadamard matrix GH(gh, 0) ~ (g;) ~H over the group 0 of order g ;s a gh X gh matrix such that (i)guEG for alll~i.j:5gh, and
(ii) rf h = I gikgii 1 = LaeG ha whenever ;*j where the summation is in the group ring R(G). We also write this as HHt ~hG.
Several families of generalized Hadamard matrices have been found by Butson (1962,63) , Drake (1979) , Seberry (1978) , Jungnickel (1979) , Seiden (1954) , Street (1979) , Dawson (1985) . Drake (1978) has also given various ways of combining known generalized Hadamard matrices to yield others. Non-existence of generalized Hadamard matrices has been explored by de Launey (1984 p,k+'(p' -1) We now replace the elements of Z3 by the corresponding 3 x 3 matrices to get six matrices, A I> ' ' ' ' A 6 , of order 18 which satisfy
The block cyclic matrices with first rows
. Agh (Ogh the zero matrix), give the required incidence matrices for the next theorem: 
Example 1 (continued). Using six matrices A] ..... A6 of order 18 with g=3 and h = 2 in the theorem we obtain regular group divisible designs with parameters:
Some further examples are given in Table I . All these designs appear to be new. (g'h, gr',gh(g'h -1)/(g -1) , gh,gh(gh -1)/ (g -1) ).
Proof. Follows from
JD=ghJ. 
Example 2. See the designs in

Theorem 3. Suppose there exists a GH(gh,G) and a BIBD (v,b,gh,k,A) which is colourable. Then there exists a GDD (g2hv, g'hb, g'h', ghk,AI
Proof. Replace the latin symbols by A I, ... ,Agh of order g2h and the zeros by the zero matrix of order g2h.
Example 3. To illustrate we use the GH(6, Z3) and note that the BIBDs with parameters (6,6,6), (7,6,5), (4, 8, 6, 3 ,2), (7,14,6,3,2), (7,21,6,2,1), (11, 6, 3) and (13, 6, 1) are all colourable. Thus we have the designs in Table 3 . All these PBIBD appear to be new. 3. Constructions using semi-colourable designs A design (BIBD or PBIBD) is called semi-c%urable if latin symbols can be a',50-ciated with the incidence matrix of the design so that one distinguished symbol A, say, occurs a fixed number of times (> 1) in each row and every other symbol occurs exactly once in each row while in each column the symbols are all different. In addition the replacement of the distinguished symbol by zero must leave a new co!ourable design. (v.b,gh,k-i,ji) g,h (g2hv,g2hb,g2h 2 + gf,gh(k -I) + g, AI. A2tA3) (7,7,7,7,7) (7,7,6,6,5) 3,2 (126.126,39,3,12,12) (4, 8, 8, 4, 8) with (2q,q(2q-I),2q-I,2,1) . Hence there exists a (2q', 6ql -q', 6q2 -q, 2q , A, ~ q(2q -I), A, ~ 5q).
The first block design has parameters
GDD (g'hu,g'hb,g'h' + gj,gh(k -I) + g, Al ~ fg, A, ~ h'g, A3 ~A + /l(h -I)).
Proof. Replace the distinguished element by
GGD (g'h(gh + I),g'h(gh + I),g'h' + g,g2h' + g, Al ~g, A, ~ h'g, A3 ~gh' -h + 2).
Proof. Use the cyclic design with first row
(i) GDD (2g'h, 2g 3 h', gh(gh + I),g(h + I), Al ~g'h, A, ~ h'g, A3 ~ 2gh); (ii) GDD (g'h(g + I), g'h'(g + I),gh(gh + I),AI ~ gh, A, ~ h'g,A3 ~ high -h + 2)); (iii) GDD (g'h(h + l),g3h(h + I),g'(h' + I),AI ~g', A, ~ h'g, A3 ~g(h' -h + 2)
ODD
